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The Meaning of National-Socialism
By
David Myatt

Introduction
This pamphlet is a basic introduction to National-Socialism, written by a National-Socialist. It is not concerned with
history — it deals solely with National-Socialist philosophy:
what National-Socialism itself actually is, and what NationalSociahsts believe i n or uphold. As this work wiU show, National-Sociahsm is totally opposed to the values and the ideas
which have come to dominate the modem "Western" world.
The basic values of National-Socialism are the now almost
forgotten Aryan values of honoinr, a striving for excellence,
self-discipline and the triumph of individual will. The heroic
warrior spirit of National-Socialism is totally opposed to the
self-indulgent materialism and pacifism which has come to
dominate every modem social-worker infested 'Western" society.
National-Socialism has become a real modern heresy,
feared and reviled. For over seventy years, the opponents of
National-Sociahsm have been spreading their Hes and propaganda about National-Socialism; for the past fifty years, the
govemments of every so-called 'Western" coxmtry have indoctrinated their peoples with these hes and this propaganda. In
many of these countries, National-Socialism, and NationalSociahst literatiue, is illegal, with pubhc displays of NationalSocialist symbols, such as the swastika, forbidden; i n nearly
every other country National-Socialists are actively persecuted and imprisoned. In aU these coimtries, the only information available to the public about National-Sociahsm has
come from its enemies. This pamphlet aims to change this,
presenting as i t does the suppressed tmth about National-Sociahsm.
D. Myatt, Oxford, 1997 (108 yf)
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I
What Is National-Socialism?
National-Socialism believes there are two fundamental
ways of living, and thus two fundamental types of society
based on these two ways. There is the material way of Hving,
with individuals striving for, or pursuing, "happiness", material comfort and wealth. Then there is the way of excellence,
of idealism (or nobility) with individuals striving for an idealistic goal. National-Socialism believes the material way is
decadent — a waste of our Hves, a waste of the evolutionary
potential which we possess.
Furthermore, National-Socialism believes that the Hfe of
an individual is better, more fulfilling, i f the idealistic goal
that is pursued is i n accord with the will of Nature. That is, i f
this idealistic goal aids Nature, and continues the evolutionary work of Nature. This stems firom the National-Sociahst
assertion that we, as himian beings, are part of Nature, and
subject to the laws of Nature. AU other philosophies, political
behefs or reKgions assert that we, as himian beings, are somehow "above", different or separate fi-om. Nature and her laws.
One of the fundamental aims of National-Sociahsm is to
continue the work of Nat-ore by creating better, more advanced individuals and by creating a better, more advanced,
more civilized society for these individuals to live and flotuish
in. National-Socialism believes that better individuals can
only be created through the pursuit of noble values — by individuals changing themselves for the better through a personal
act of will. This requires individuals, and society itself, to
champion and uphold those values which create personal excellence, which aid the individual change necessary. According to National-SocialiJsm, these values are honoxu-, loyalty
and duty — for' only these values create the right type of idealistic person, someone with a purity of purpose. It is these
values, and these values alone, which create a dvihzed individual. A civilized person is a more evolved individual —
someone with a higher, a noble, personal character. Further,
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it is the duty of each noble individual to act i n accord with the
workings, the will of Nature herself.
According to National-Socialism, race is how Nature
works. For National-Sociahsm, race is Nature made manifest;
race is our connection to Nature. Our race is an expression of
'Vho and what we are". The different races which exist among
our human species are an expression of evolution i n action —
of Nature working over aeons to produce diversity and difference. Thus, race is an expression of our very hmnanity — of
our human identity.
Accordingly, National-Sociahsm desires to preserve and
further evolve race itself. A l l other philosophies, political behefs or rehgions desire to destroy race through creating multiracial, multi-cultmral societies.
For National-Socialism, the fundamental meaning of otir
lives, as individuals, is to strive to continue the work of Nature. This means striving to advance ourselves through upholding, i n our own lives, the civilized values of honour,
loyalty and duty; it means us doing ovx noble and civihzed
duty by striving to preserve and finisher evolve om* own race,
and those things which make our own race unique. These
unique things are theethos, the^soul, the^^aracterj^he^ul;
ture of our race, and t^eDestiny of our race. According to National-Socialism, the ethos, the character of the Aryan race
(the Evuropean, or "White" race) is expressed by honour, curiosity, conquest — these things express the true nature of the
Aryan race. Fxui:hermore, National-Sodahsm beheves that it
is the ultimate Destiny of the Aryan race to colonize the stars
of oxir galaxy — to create a Galactic Empire.
In contrast to the inspiring, the noble, the Galactic — the
mmiinous — goals of National-Sociahsm, the goals of aH other
philosophies, pohtical behefs or rehgions are momdane, materialistic and a complete waste of our hves.
II
Honour, Loyalty and Duty:
A Personal Revolution
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The fundamental personal values of National-Socialism
— the foundation of National-Socialist morality — are honour, loyalty, and duty. A National-Socialist is someone who
upholds, or who strives to uphold, these personal values:
someone whose personal life is governed by these values.
Thus, a true or genuine National-Socialist is someone who
strives to be honourable, who is loyal to those they have
sworn to be loyal to, and who does his National-Socialist duty.
The purpose of these values is to civilize, for it is these vsdues which make a person civihzed and noble. That is, these
values express the essence of nobility and civilization; they
create, or can create, a person who possesses a civilized, a noble, a strong character. In effect, these values create or can
create a better individual; they are means whereby a personal, inner revolution can be achieved through a triumph of
individual will.
Honour:

Honour is basically the natural instiact for nobility made
conscious and this is done through a Code of Honoxrr. Some
things are fair, and some other things are imfair. A person of
noble character — someone with an inborn sense of fairness
— knows or feels what is fair and what is imfair. Honotn- thus
determines personal behaviour, and the high standards of
personal behaviour which honour demands are set out by a
Code of Honour. Most fundamental of all, an hono\irable person is prepared to die — i f necessary by his own hand —
rather than be dishonoured. E someone is not prepared to do
this, or does not do this for the sake of his own honoxir, then
he is not hving in an honourahle way. Honour is thus a hard
and simplestandard to live by, and those^who are honouraEIe
Hius possessTstrong personal character and a_purity_of^u^
pose. They are better, more noble, more civilized, more
evolved individuals because of this.
Loyalty:

Loyalty, like honour, is simple to understand, and simple
in practice. Loyalty is being true to a person you have sworn
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to be loyal to. True loyalty means taking an oath of loyalty, an
oath of allegiance, to a particular person and never breaking
that oath. A n oath of loyalty can only be ended i n two ways: (i)
by the death of the person to whom you have sworn to be
loyal, and (ii) by mutual agreement between you and the person given loyalty.
Thus, true loyalty, like honour, sets a high personal standard, and reqtaires personal disdpHne. Pimdamentally, loyalty
means Comradeship — true loyalty means being a Comrade
to those you have sworn to be loyal to, and never letting those
Comrades down. True loyalty means aiding and assisting
those Comrades even when it is personally difficult to do so —
or even i f it might mean one's own death. True loyalty often
means placing one own self— one's own opinions for instance
— second, after the person to whom you have pledged your
loyalty.
Duty:

Duty is the obHgation an individual has to do what is necessary and honourable. Thus, there is a duty to be loyal to
those given loyalty. There is a duty to strive to live i n an honourable way. For a National-Socialist, there is also the duty to
promote National-Sodahsm, the duty to strive to act in accord
with Nature's will by preserving, defending aiid evolving one's
own race, and the duty to strive for personal excellence.
Neglect of one's duty is a dishonourable act, and the sign
of a weak personal character.
m

Triumph of the Will and Aryan Justice:
A Social Revolution
In respect of our basic human nature, or character, National-Sociahsm is positive and ideahstic, beheving that most
individuals possess the potential to change themselves for the
better. A l l that is required for such a positive, civilized and
evolutionary change is self-disciphne and a natviral ideahsm
Liberty Bell I September 1998 —
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— the triumph of individual will caused by an individual
striving, or struggling, for an idealistic goal which itself is in
harmony with Nature. National-SociaHsm believes that, given
good leadership — sufficient noble inspiration by honourable
individuals — the majority of people can change themselves
for the better and come to know and value honour, loyalty and
duty. Those who now do not imderstand or value these noble
things, can do so given good leadership and guidance.
National-Socialism goes further, beUeving that it is possible to create, to build, a positive, healthy, evolutionary society
which provides the social conditions necessary for individuals
to develop their natural character and their potential to the
full. This society can only be created through a National-Socialist revolution — by the overthrow of the existing System
which is based on^m^erialism, indulgenc selfishness, and
ne^[ect_ofrace, and which is thus detrimental to the developmenJLQfjatrDng, honourable individuals, and detrimental to
thewill_oOsfa±^ manifest in race and racial diversT^TTKg"
decadent values of this old System would be replaced by National-Socialist values. These National-Socialist values are
personal honoiir, personal loyalty £ind duty to the folk or race.
A National-Socialist society, or Reich, is a society where
the values of honour, loyalty and duty are upheld, and where
they form the basic "code of practice" for those involved in
public, or civic, life and are the basic rules which govern aU
the institutions (military, police, commercial, public, private,
industrial and so on) of the society.
In this new Reich, the old system of so-called '5ustice" —
based upon abstract ideas and abstract dogma — would be replaced by National-Socialist, or Aryan, justice. National-Socialism believes that real justice only and ever exists i n
honourable individuals — and cannot exist in anything lifeless or abstract, such as some'law^somej^ourt of Law", or
some Institution, such as a Police force. It is individuals, and
individual character, which matter, not something abstract
and lifeless. A person is either honourable, and thus fair and
just — or they are not.
Because of this vinderstanding of the importance of indi6 — Liberty Bell / September 1998

vidual character, such a Reich is a genuine folk-democracy
where a realfireedomexists. Thisfireedomexists in such a National-Socialist society basically because of honour and duty:
individuals know or accept their honourable duty, to themselves and others, and strive to do that duty to the best of
their ability. For real freedom is not about '^personal choice,
personalrights"in isolation, as it is not about personal indxilgence — it is about peraonal character. Realfreedommeans
having the character to know what is dutiful and right, and
having the character to do or try to do what is dutiful and
right.
What must be understood is that personal honovu", like
race itself, is a manifestation of the will of Nature — a means
whereby we have evolved to become better, civilized beings.
All modern_societies undermine individual character, and
thus real_freedom, because they expect or^demand that individuals confoim_Mjbe subservient to_something abstract-or
dogmatic which is unnatural because it is against the will of
Nature as manifest in personal honour and race. These modem societies do not try to elevate the individual in a natural
way through developing personal character and through developing an understanding of our duties to Nature, evident in
race. Instead, they effectively tyrannize or dictate to individuals by legislation, and social schemes which are enforceable
by yet other laws, with more and more prisons estabhshed to
punish those who transgress the vinending stream of new social and political legislation.
A really free society does not need "laws" which are enforced by a poHce force, as it does not need hundreds of thousands of "social workers" or tens of thousands ofprofesslMal
lawyers — it only needs individuals'who know what is honourable and who always strive to do the honourable thing.
Modern societies are based on the mistaken and tmnattural
premise that it is legislation, social schemes enforced by laws,
and the "deterrence" of prison, which can make a better society. National-Socialism totally rejects this unnatural way,
and instead upholds the natmrai way of honour and the triumph of individual will.
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National-Socialism is also realistic, as well as idealistic.
Thus, it accepts that there will always be a few individuals
who are and always will remain dishonourable, cowardly and
ignoble by nature, despite repeated attempts by noble and
idealistic leaders to inspire and change these few. But it is always only a few who cannot change themselves for the better
through a triiunph of the will, and always only a few who thus
are disruptive of a society based upon noble ideals. A National-Sociahst Reich would give these few several chances to
change themselves and thus become honourable, dutiful iadividuals, through, for example, service to the folk in the Armed
Forces. Should they still not change themselves, then they
would be removed — either via exiling them, or executing
them, for the removal of such a detrimental few is necessary
to ensure the weU-beiag of the whole.
IV

National-Socialism: The Aryan.Way of Life
National-Socialism is concerned first and foremost with
the Aryan race: with the nature, the welfare and the future of
the Aryan. The following seven points briefly summarize the ,
most important aspects of National-SodaHsm.
(1) National-Socialism is an expression, a manifestation,
of the Destiny of the A r y a n race. National-Socialism expresses the natural desire of healthy, noble, Aryans to Hve
among their own kind, to preserve and extend their unique
race and their unique culture, and to prosper and evolve still
farther i a accord with the laws of Natiire and i n accord with
the unique Destiny of the Aryan. According to National-Socialism, this Aryan Destiny is to civiHze: to explore, to know,
to conquer, to quest after new adventures and new firontiers.
Fundamentally, National-Socialism expresses what it
means to be Aryan, and is a guide to the Aryan way of life.
(2) National-Socialism is an expression of the desire of
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healthy, noble Aryans to be fi-ee and to hve i n a socially just
society. National-Socialism expresses the desire of healthy,
noble Aryans to be able to hve i n an Aryan society where Aryan values and Aryan customs are upheld.
National-Socialism regards all present societies where
Aryans hve as anti-Aryan, as decadent, as ignoble and as repressive. A l l these societies are dedicated to the suppression
of Aryan values, Aryan customs and Aryan culture itself.
These societies, by their very natxu-e and their unnatural social laws are harmful to Aryans, the Aryan race itself and the
Aryan way of life. Accordingly, National-Sociahsm seeks the
revolutionary overthrow of these decadent and un-Aryan societies and regards any means as justified i n the war for Aryan survival and Aryan fireedom.
(3) National-Socialism expresses, af&rms and champions
Aryan values over and above other values. These Aryan values are what express the sovd, the character, the nature, of
the Aryan, and thus represent what it means to be Aryan.
These values are fundamentallyJionqus,J^oyalty, duty. As
such, they express and represent the noble warrior spirit.
This noble, Aryan warrior spirit, or ethos, is totally opposed to
the usiuTT of capitaHsm, and i n place of present societies bvdlt
upon or dependent upon the ustuy of debt and interest, and
thus dependent upon money and 'International Finance"; National-Socialism seeks to create an entirely new society
founded upon honest work and concern for the welfare of the
Aryan folk where the slavery of debt and interest would be
abolished.
(4) National-Socialism expresses and af&rms that race is
of fundamental importance. To afSrm race is to aflBrm hfe itself and the evolution of hfe toward a higher existence. To affirm race is to affirm and champion Natvire, for race is how
Nature works, and how Nature is manifest to us, and i a us, as
individuals.
Thus National-Socialism champions radal difference and
diversity^ and the creation of a separate ethnic homeland for
LItterty Bell / September
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Aryans, and Aryans only.
(5) National-Socialism expresses and affirms the importance of individual character. The most fundamental principle
of National-Socialism is that individuals can change themselves for the better through an act — through the triumilh —
of individual will and through beingljaspired byidealism.
^his is the piu^uit of individual excellence — t h e l m S p T o f
noble values through piu^uit of a noble, supra-personal aim.
The leadership principle which National-Socialism upholds is a practical manifestation of the excellence of individual character — of individuals of noble character leading and
inspiring others.
(6) National-Socialism expresses, affirms and champions
the natural, healthy and necessary instincts of Aryans, and
those things which create healthy, racially-aware Aryans
with a sense of duty and a strong character. For National-Socialism, such healthy instincts — such as the desire to live
among one's own racial kind and the desire to place one's own
race before other races — are a manifestation of the will of
Nat-ure.
Hence National-Sociahsm, i n contrast to the decadent so-,
cieties of the present, upholds and champions the concept of
struggle — the striving for individual and racial excellence.
Thus does National-Socialism' uphold and champion the necessity of war. It affirms that war is the only true test of character, as it accepts t h M only those who have proved their
character through valour i n war shoiald be i n positions of
authority i n a National-Socialist society. Fvirthermore, a National-Sociahst society would require every able-bodied youth
to acquire self-discipline, and a sense of duty to their folk, by
active miHtary service, as it specifies that only those who have
so aided their folk can be citizens of the National-Socialist
State with all the rights of a dtizen.
(7) National-Sociahsm is an expression and an affirmation
of the cultural superiority of the Aryan. National-Socialism
10—
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recogmz.es the imfoytamee of"the: Aryan race as the sole crefttor of dtviHiatioB;, the- sole creator of a noble,, honojffiabte>Just
ani^ diyihzedi way oFhfe...
Aeco;?#nglyy some of the ftoda^a^atali pra.cticaJ! aims of
NationaJ-SoeiaHsiii are: (a) pres.erving the raeiali pijpty; of the
Aryan race through, the creation; of aa Affyan homeland;,, aiid
ei^couraging healthiy Aryans, to, raarry. aoct produce- larg^; fainilies for which they would be gtyen financial incentives and social support; (b) encouraging through ednoational a n d
military institutions noble, Aryan character i n individuals,,
and ensuring the physical health and well'-being of the folk,,
and partieularly the young through rigorous physical; and
miHtary training; (c) estabhshing a sound and prosperingj^
ral way of life_and rural economy as a means of producing
healthy food and encouraging healthy outdoor Hving.
V ,
Folk and Fatherland:
The Inner Meaning of National-Socialism
National-Sociahsm provides an answer to the most fundamental and the most important question which we as individuals can ask: What is the meaning of hfe? According to
National-Sodahsm, the meaning of our life, as individuals, is
to evolve: to contuiue with,, to further the evolutionary work of
Nature by striving for personal excellence and excellence for
our own folk or race. This is because'we, as individuals, are
not isolated beings — we are part of Nature, and part of our
race. We, as individuals, are part of much larger living systems or beings. We depend on these large organic beings because we ourselves are organic beings and thus a part of the
natural, the cosmic, order itself.
Furthermore, these large organic systems, these beings,
also depend on us. That is, what we do, or do not do, affects
them. We can keep them healthy and prosperous, and aid
them to evolve still further. What we have forgotten
or
been indoctrinated not to be believe — is that our folk, our
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race, is our connection to Nature, and that a healthy society is
by definition a folk society: a n organic society based upon race
and honour. T h a t is, a healthy, natiural society — one which
expresses N a t u r e , w h i c h aids N a t u r e , w h i c h is i n harmony
with Natiu-e — is a n ethnic society which upholds 'Blood and
Honour". A l l other types of society, presently existing, or existi n g as a social, poKtical or religious idea are unnattiral a n d
harmful to Nature and the separate racial evolution which expresses the w i l l of nature.
We, as individuals, are oui race, our very ancestors, made
manifest a n d re-bom. O u r race is a supra-personal organism,
a l i v i n g being, w h i c h has existed, which has lived, for thousands of years before us. This l i v i n g being which is our race
can also exist for thousands, for hundreds of thousands of
years after us. The very health, the well-being, the prosperity,
the futiore of this living racial being depends on us — we are
its future, just as i t is natviral, for us, our duty, to presei^e,
a i d , defend a n d further evolve this l i v i n g being. T h u s , our
pmpose, oiu- duty, is to preserve the racial purity of our blood.
This duty is our very piupose, as individuals — i t is what we
are b o r n to do, w h a t we exist for. W h e n we do not do this
duty, we are wasting oxix lives, we are undermining and helpi n g to destroy this l i v i n g racial being, and the greater hving
being which is Nature herself.
T h i s is the simple, a n d profound, t r u t h w h i c h N a t i o n a l Socialism champions and which the enemies of National-Soc i a l i s m have suppressed a n d are t r y i n g so h a r d to destroy.
Just as we are our race, so are we a unique racial cultm-e and
our unique r a c i a l Destiny: for r a c i a l culture and r a c i a l Destiny are the soiol, the essence, the very Hfe, the consciousness
of this supra-personal Hving being which is our race. Thus, it
is also our duty, part of our purpose, to preserve, aid and further develop our unique racial culture, a n d to strive to make •
our imique racial Destiny real. A fatherland is the homeland,
the nation, of a specific race, the place where that race dwells
or where they settle, a n d i t is a means to preserve, aid and develop the race: i t is a n ethnic society founded upon a n d uph o l d i n g a specific r a c i a l cultmre a n d s t r i v i n g to f u l f i l l the
12 — Liberty Bell / September 1998

specific Destiny of that race.
T h u s , the terms " F o l k a n d Fatherland", a n d "Blood and
Honour", express the i i m e r meaning of National-Socialism itself.

VI
The Aryan Religion of National-Socialism:
Philosophy of the Future
Correctly understood, National-Socialism is m u c h more
than a "pohtical" or even a social philosophy: i t is a complete,
and revolutionary, Weltanschauung, or "philosophy of Hfe", It
is profoundly spiritual and profoxmdly noble — a complete explanation of our h u m a n nature, our human Destiny, and our
place i n the general "scheme of things", h i this sense, i t is reHgious because i t provides us w i t h the answers which we seek
and because i t reflects, or represents, the natural order which
exists i n this world a n d the cosmos itself FimdamentaUy, N a tional-Socialism, as a way of l i v i n g a n d as a religious, social
and poHtical philosophy, is a n expression of the wiU. of Nature.
It i s also, equally i m p o r t a n t l y , a n expression of the natxire
and Destiny of the A r y a n race itself. A s such, i t is a n A r y a n
rehgion.

What Is Aryan Religion?
A r y a n r e l i g i o n i s the n a t u r a l religion of those of A r y a n
race. Such a natxural reHgion is healthy and inspiring for A r y ans, and represents, or expresses, the nattu-al ethos, or soul, of
the A r y a n — that which distinguishes the A r y a n , and which
thus expresses ovix natural Destiny, and represents our innate
or n a t i i r a l character. A s such, our unique A r y a n religion expresses our unique A r y a n cultiu-e.
Our natinral, innate character as Aryans can be expressed
by three words: curiosity, honour, conquest. B y nature, we
Aryans, when we are true to ourselves, are curious — we seek
to know, to understand, a n d we have developed the art, or
sldll, of reason to aid us i n this quest, this striving for underLiberty Bell / September 1998 — 13

standing. B y nature, we Aryans, when we are true to ourselves, are honourable — we have an innate sense of fairness,
of natural justice, and an innate sense of what is right. What
is right, for us as Aryans is, and always has been, what is
honourable. By nature, we Aryans, when we are true to oxxrselves, are conquering — we have an innate desire to overcome obstacles, diflBculties and enemies through the power,
strength, or the triiunph of our wUl. This desire to conquer is
manifest, and has been manifest, i n our natural warrior character.
When we express our Aryan nature, by our own Kves and
by our rehgious, or moral, behefs, we are more healthy, more
natural, than we would be otherwise. This is so because a
natural Aryan religion reflects, and gives expression to, our
Aryan nature and thus oiir conscience — our innermost behefs and motives. It enables us to be "in harmony with our nature" and thus creates and maintains a healthy psyche i n us
as individuals.
In effect, a natural Aryan religion enables individuals to
live i n an Aryan way, and i n practice this means our Hves
have a purpose: that they are fulfilling. When we live i n ac^ cord with the principles and ideals of our own natural reHgion, we are fulfilling our own Destiny, as individual Aryans,
and thus are aiding the unique Destiny of ovir race.
Furthermore, an Aryan reHgion gives us a practical, reasonable and realistic answer to the most fundamental question of all, the question of our own existence — "What is the
purpose of our hves as individuals here on this planet we caU
Earth?"
The old pagan religions of our ancestors expressed some
— but not all — of our nature, as Aryans. Examples of these
old religions are the ancient Greek religion of the Homeric
gods and the rehgion of the Vikings. Without exception, these
old rehgions were the rehgions of warriors, and reflected the
nature and beliefs of ancient warrior societies, and thus that
part of our Aryan nature which is warrior-hke. Hence, the
morality of these instinctive and natiu-al Aryan religions was
14 — Liberty Bell / September 1998
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always based upon personal honour. These rehgions also expressed, to a., greater or a lesser degree, our essential pagan
nature — for instance, our intuitive awareness of the numinosity, or sacredness, of Natxxre; our intmtive understanding
of the joys of hving; our innate desire to excel, to strive for excellence and for conquest; and our innate appreciation of
beauty and harmony. These old religions also sought to give
an answer to the fundamental question of our existence, as
they all sought to try and explain the cosmos, how it had
arisen, how i t worked and how it affected our hves as individuals. Such explanations usually involved supra-hxmaan beings called "gods" a n d "goddesses" who often were
personifications of natural or cosmic forces,
However, what aE these old rehgions did not express was
our unique Destiny as Aryans. They also did not fuUy express
our unique A r y a n nature. The new A r y a n reHgion of National-Sociahsm alone expresses and represents our true nature, as Aryans, as i t alone expresses and represents our
xmique Destiny, as Aryans. Furthermore, the religion of Nationad-Socialism presents us with a reasoned answer to the
fundamental question of our existence, just as it explains i n a
reasoned way hfe, and the cosmos itself.
The meaning, or the purpose, of the old religions — like
the civilizations our ancestors created — is that they have led
us to the understanding of the present. They have prepared
the way for the divine revelation made manifest i n the new
rehgion of National-Sodahsm.
The National-Socialist Religion
The fundamental tenets, or principles, of this new Aryan
rehgion are:
1) That there exists a supra-human Being — called the
Cosmic Being — and that this Cosmic Being creates, or can
create. Order from Chaos. Order is the very life of this Being,
Order itself is anew, abetter, more evolved, or more excellent
arrangement of things.
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2) That organic hfe itself is an expression, or manifestation, of the Order which this Cosmic Being creates, and is
thus an expression of the hfe, the spirit, of this Being.
3) That change is a natural part of the evolution of Order
from Chaos and that this, for organic hfe, involves the organic
process of birth-Hfe-death-renewal.
4) That death is not the final end of hfe, but the beginning
of further change, a renewal of the cosmic order itself.
5) That what we call Natture is the Cosmic Being — the
Order created by this Being — made manifest on tiiis planet
we call Earth. The creative force, or energy, which is present
in Natvire, and which produces, and causes changes in, hving
things — including ourselves — is this Cosmic Being, hving
and evolving, that is, creating more Order.
6) That we, as individuals, are this Cosmic Being — the
very cosmos itself — made manifest. We sentient (that is, conscious and aware) beings are the striving of the Cosmic Being
for more cosmic Order.
7) That our evolution, as human beings, is an increase in
the cosmic Order and expresses the purpose, the life, or the
vsill of the Cosmic Being. Thus the striving, or struggle, for order (or excellence) — for evolution toward higher forms —
here on this planet is how the Cosmic Being works on this
planet of OMTS, and is thus natin-al and necessary, for without
it, there woxild be no order and no evolution toward higher
forms.
8) That the Cosmic Being exists, or functions, i n us
through honour (or fairness), through cxiriosity (or reason)
and through conquest (or the triumph of individual wiU).
Thus, an honourable individual is someone who is doing
the will, or accomphshing the work, of this divine Cosmic Being.
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9) That race and excellence of individual character express the will of this divine Being — of this Being working
through Nature to bring about more Order, more diversity
and more difference through evolution.
Thus, race is one way i n which this Cosmic Being is manifest to us, as hxunan beings on this planet of ours. Race thus
expresses the essence of our humanity — of what makes us
human. To preserve, and to further evolve, eadi race is to act
i n accord with the will, the purpose, of the divine creator,
while to undermine or seek to destroy race and racial difference and diversity, is to act against the will of the divine creator. Each unique race can and should evolve, according to its
own unique natmre.
10) That the Aryan race has been given a special mission
by the Cosmic Being who has endowed this race, through Nature and through evolution, with the^glft of a imique character which isrepresentative of the divine Being itself.
This nature is expressed in the hnnoior, cumosify a n d ^ ^
of the Aryan race, and made manifesTBythe civilization which
Aryans create when they hve according to their divine nature.
The unique and special Destiny of the Aryan race is to
bring the divine light of civilization into the world, and to
spread this hght — the honour and the reason of civilization
— out into the cosmos itself by venturing forth to explore and
colonize the star-systems of the cosmos.
11) That the unique Destiny of the A r y a n — and the
unique importance of race and excellence of individual character — was first revealed to us by Adolf Hitler, and that the
hfe, work and death of Adolf Hitler was a manifestation, on
this planet of ours, of the Cosmic Being.
VII
The National-SociaHst Way Of Life
Honour, loyalty and duty are the fundamental ideals of
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National-Socialism. They represent nobility i n action, and the
striving to live by these ideals CTeates,_pr can_a;eatei^a^nobk
character i n the individual. Thel^TneFimdamental Principles
of National-Socialism, given below, express the practical essence of National-Socialism, for individuals, and are thus a
guide to how a National-Socialist should hve his life.
1) In everything that you do or undertake, strive for excellence.
2) Do yoin- duty by placing the welfare and weU-being of
your race before yovir own self-interest, and seek to preserve
and extend your race by marrying among your own kind, and
by producing/nurt\iri.ng healthy children.
3) Uphold the noble ideal of honour i a your own personal
hfe, and strive to hve, and die, i n an honourable way.
4) Strive to uphold the noble, human, ideals of fairness
and courtesy by being fair and courteous toward others, and
strive to treat animals i n a h\mian.e way.
5) Be loyal to those you have sworn loyalty to, if necessary
unto death. Your word, once given, should not be broken since
to break your word is a dishonourable act.
6) Be intolerant of what is harmful and imhealthy to, and
what endangers, your race, and what is detrimental to the
other creations of the divine.
7) Reverence Nature and be respectful toward what reveals or expresses the divine.
8) Always be ready, willing and physically fit enough to
defend yourself and your family — and thus your own personal honoxir — and always carry a defensive weapon to enable your honour to be saved.
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9) Seek always to make the world a better, a more noble,
place by striving to make others aware of the noble ideals of
honour, loyalty and duty.

Appendix I
The National-Socialist Honoxur Code
The word of a man of honour is his bond — when a man of
honour_giyes his word ("On my word of honour...'X^e means
it, sjfice to_break one's word is a dishonourable act. A n oath of
loyalty or allegiance to someone, once sworn by a man of honour ("I swear by my honour that I shall...") can only be ended
either: (i) by the man of honour formally asking the person to
whom the oath was sworn to release him fvom that oath, and
that person agreeing so to release him; or (ii) by the death of
the person to whom the oath was sworn. Anything else is dishonourable.
A man of honour is prepared to do his honourable duty by
challenging to a duel anyone who impugns his honour or who
makes dishonourable accusations against him. Anyone so
challenged to a duel who, refusing to publicly and unreservedly apologize, refuses also to accept such a challenge to a
duel for whatever reason, is acting dishonourably, and it is
right to call such a person a coward and to dismiss as untruthful any accusations such a coward has made. Honovir is
only satisfied — for the person so accused — if he challenges
his accuser to a duel and fights it; the honour of the person
who so makes such accusations or who so impugns another
man's honour, is only satisfied if he either unreservedly apologizes or accepts such a challenge and fights such a duel according to the etiquette of duehng. A man of honour may also
challenge to a duel and fight i n such a duel, a person who has
acted dishonourably toward someone whom the man of honour has sworn loyalty or allegiance to or whom he champions.
A man of honour always does the duty he has sworn to do,
however inconvenient it may be and however dangerous, beLiberty Bell / September 1998 — 19

cause i t is honourable to do one's duty and dishonourable not
to do one's duty. A m a n of honour is prepared to die — i f necessary by his own hand — rather than sioffer the indignity of
having to do anything dishonourable. A m a n of honour can
only surrender to or admit to defeat by someone who is as dignified a n d as honourable as he himself is — that i s , he can
only entrust h i m s e l f u n d e r such circumstances to another
m a n of honoiir who swears to treat his defeated enemy w i t h
dignity and honour, A m a n of honoiu- must die fighting, or die
by his own hand, rather than subject himself to the indignity
of being defeated by someone who is not a m a n of honoiu*.
A m a n of honour treats others courteously, and women gallantly, and is only disdainful and contemptuous of those who, by
their attitude, actions and behaviour treat him with disrespect
or try to harm him, or who treat with disrespect or try to h a n n
those he has personally sworn loyalty.to or whom he champions.
A m a n of honour, when called upon to act, or when honour
bids h i m to act, acts w i t h o u t hesitation a n d i f necessarily
quite ruthlessly provided always that honoin- is satisfied.
A m a n of honour, i n pubhc, is somewhat reserved and controlled a n d not given to displays of emotion, or to boasting,
preferring as he does deeds to words.
A m a n of honour does not he, once having sworn on oath
('1 swear on m y honour that I shall speak the truth...") as he
does not steal &om others or cheat others for such conduct is
dishonourable. A m a n of honour may use guile or cunning to
deceive his sworn enemies, a n d his sworn enemies only, provided always that he does not personally benefit from such
gmle or cunning and provided always that honour is satisfied.
A m a n of honoxor strives to dress i n a clean, discreet way
i n practical clothes devoid of ostentation a n d suitable to the •
task at hand.
Appendix n

m a i n terms important for a n understanding of National-Socialism. Words m a r k e d w i t h a * are defined i n this Glossary.]
Archetype:
A n archetype expresses a n *ideal, or is a representation of
what is ideal. A s such, a n archetype represents what is beautiful and harmonious — a striving for excellence — and is possessed of *n\iminosity. W h a t i s archetypal is what i s most
representative of, or most excellent about, a particular thing.
Aryan:
The term 'Aryan' is used to describe the White or Caucasoid race which originated i n Europe. The terin itself derives
from a n ancient A r y a n word for 'a noble man' — Airya/Arya
— and is thus apt to describe this noble, heroic, race.
The A r y a n Ethos:
Ethos is the characteristic nature, or spirit/sovil, of a particular *civihzation, folk or race. The things which normally
embody the ethos of a people, or race, are art, l i t e r a t u r e ,
achievements, music, customs and a particular rehgious attitude or rehgion.
The A r y a n ethos — t h a t w h i c h m a r k s the A r y a n a n d
which expresses the true natxu-e of the A r y a n race — can be
described i n three words: Honour, Curiosity and Conquest,
The Arts of Civilization:
These are A r t s , or skills, the acquisition of which makes
an individual civiHzed. Someone who has mastered the Arts of
Civilization is thinking, acting and l i v i n g like a n A r y a n , since
these Arts embody the essence of the A r y a n ethos. The A r t s
are: the A r t of personal Honom-; the A r t of Combat or fighting;
and the A r t of Knowledge, of seeking to learn about the vast
cultural a n d scientific heritage of A r y a n civilizations.

A National-Socialist Glossary
[Note: W h a t follows are brief explanations of some of the
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Civilization:
C i v i l i z a t i o n i s a n ordered w a y of l i v i n g — superior to
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primitive, selfish barbarism — created by inventive warrior
tribes who uphold the *noble personal values of *honour, loyalty and duty. It arises primarilyfromco-operation:fromiadividuals being wilhng to place the welfare, security and friture
of their folk before thefr own self-interest.
Fundamentally, civilization depends for its creation and
its maintenance on inventive, heroic, honoiurable individuals.
Civilization is the pursuit of, or struggle for, *excellence by a
heroic, noble and inventive folk or community who uphold
honour and who thus create a society where ^freedom is the
norm.
Culture;
Culture is the term used to describe those things which
can aid an individual to improve or advance himself, and thus
fulfill the potential for change latent within him. Each race
produces its own unique culture, and the distinctive culture of
a particular race embodies or manifests the imique *ethos, or
souVspirit, of that race.
Decadence:
Decadence is a dechne in or loss of *exceUence. Decadence
•undermines and destroys individual vitality and health, and
is basically a placing of self-interest, and self-indulgence, before personal honour and before the duty an individual has —
as a thinking, civilized, being — toward striving to continue
evolution by pursuing noble ideals.
Decadence, on the individual level, is a lack of character
— a lack of will. On the artistic level, decadence is a lack of
self-control, a pandering to weakness, a removal of high
standards, and it is the philosophy, and the aesthetics, of the
pretentious, the weak and the cowardly.
Democracy:
Real or genuine democracy means individual *hono\ir and
^freedom — it is an expression of the desire or will of a Hving,
or organic, community to determine its own future. An or22 ~ Liberty
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ganic society is totally different from, and totally opposite to,
the hfeless, abstract modem societies created by abstract political or social dogma. Fundamentally, an organic society is
an ethnic State.
Contrary to a popular misconception, the Greek word 'demos' does not simply mean 'people' in general. Rather, it originally meant 'the clan' in contrast to their 'chiefs'; in later Attic
Greek, the word came to mean 'the commimity* or folk itself
— distinguished as this community was by ties of blood. In
both cases, a distinct racial or folk-community is meant.
A real democracy is a society, composed of members of the
same race, where the ultimate authority resides in the folkcommunities of that society. It is an ethnic nation, or community, where the individuals of that commuiuty co-operate
together for their own well-being and advancement by upholding the ideals of honour and freedom.
Excellence:
Excellence is what is supreme; what is worthy; what is the
best. Excellence is the setting of high-standards and the pursuit of them. It embodies what is archetypal or ^ideal. Excellence impKes a moving-forward, an evolution or improvement
to a higher level, this higher level being set by an ideal or archetype, or some other expression of harmonious perfection.
On the individual level, excellence implies self-discipline
and a noble motivation — a striving toward a supra-personal
goal or ideal.
Freedom:
Freedom is the basis of the civilized way of living and
means an individual having the basic right to determine their
own life by choosing allegiance and by being able and v/iUing
to physically defend themselves, their own hono\ir and that of
their blood-kin. (The Enghsh word 'free' originally meant "to
love (and defend) one's kin".)
Thus freedom means the right to be able to bear and to
use arms or weapons in self-defence and in defence of one^
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own honour and that of one's kin. It further means the right
to be able to do this, i n accordance with a code of honour, with
no one else and no group, institution or oflSicials, being able to
interfere, judge or restrict and take away the hberty of any individual so defending themselves and their honour, whatever
the outcome. Thus, were a man to defend his own honour i n
an honoxurable way — according to a code of honovir — such
as, for example, by a duel, or a fair fight, then that man not
only has the right to fight such a duel, but also has the right
to be at Hberty were his opponent to be injxured or even killed
i n such a duel or fight. Anything other than this is vm-civihzed and tyrannical — a denial of freedom.
Realfireedommeans individuals of noble character having
the ability and the power to,determine their own hves in accord with what is noble and dutiful.
Honour:
Honour is the setting of high and *noble standards of personal conduct. The high standards set by honour derive fi'om
idealism and thus from the pursuit of excellence.
Honour is the instinct for nobihty made consdous, and a
code of honour is a means whereby the high standards of honour are set and a means whereby individuals strive to uphold
and maintain them. Honour is the basis for the human morality of National-Socialism.
Idea:
A n idea is basically a created model for which no natural
^archetype exists. Abstract ideas express a concept of what is
'common' — that is, what is not the best; what is not of excellence. A n idea is the exact opposite of an *ideal. Ideals represent and express personal, or individual, character; an idea
represents an abstraction which individuals are expected to
conform to or be subservient to.
Ideal:
An ideal is something which enshrines what is excellent,
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or which represents what is the best. It is a practical embodiment of excellence itself; some thing, or some person, distinguished because that thing or that person is the best — for
example, the most coiu^geous person i n a battle who is distinguished firom their comrades by their brave actions.
On the individual level, idealism means individuals imdertaking deeds of exceptional merit which mark them out,
and doing this because they themselves strive for the excellence of an ideal or ideals.
A n ideal stands directly opposed to an abstract idea. Ideals are human — that is, organic; as such they are possessed
of *numinosity; they are *archetypal and thus inspiring for
individuals. Ideas are abstract, and lifeless — and thus essentially in-human. National-Socialism is based upon human
ideals; all modem societies are based upon hfeless abstract
ideas.
Justice:
Justice exists in, and only exists in, fair, noble individuals
who uphold a code of honour and who strive to live by that
code of honour.
Jiostice does not exist in, and cannot exist i n anything abstract, be it i n a law, a 'Court of Law", an institution or whatever. Real justice lives only i n individuals and cannot be
abstracted out from them into a dead, hfe-less, abstract form.
A just society is a society which is noble and which allows
individuals to test or prove their own honour and innocence —
and thus stay free — by trial, by combat or by having someone champion them i n such a trial.
Nobility:
Nobihty refers to personal character — it means having a
noble character or natioreTSomeone who is noble is someone
who is honourable — who exhibits those traits of character
which represent honour: that is, fairness, heroism, courage,
and gallantry.
Honour is the instinct for nobihty made conscious, and a
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code of honour is a means whereby the high standards of honour are set and a means whereby individuals strive to uphold
and maintain them.
Nxxminous:
Something is nxmiinous if it has beauty and awe. Something which is divinely-inspired or divinely-representative is
numinous. What is numinous is generally what is revered, or
regarded as sacred — as spiritual or divine. Nature herself is
numinous — a wonderful, awe-inspiring mystery.
Social Engineering:
Social Engineering is the term used to describe the manipulation and control of people by abstract social/political
*ideas. Our modem lifeless, multi-racial societies are the direct product of decades of social engineering, of sodal/poKtical
ideas and abstract doctrines made law.
Copyright 1997 by D. Myatt

THE ANTI-HUMANS
by D. Bacu (307 p p . hb.) describes what was done to the
young men whom Corneliu Z. Codreanu, the founder of tlie
Legionary Movement In Romania, inspired, when seven years
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SHOULD EISENHOWER BE GIVEN THE
''CROMWELL TREATMENT?"
By
Allan

Callahan

ZOG (our Zionist Occupation Govt) pretends to be very
keen on punishing "war criminals'."! call this "hypocrisy,"but ZOG can easily prove otherwise by punishing one
of its own from its "War For Jewish Predominance"
(WWII).
As far as I know, the words "war criminal" were not
used back in the days of Oliver Cromwell. Had they been,
possibly Charles II and his supporters might have used
them after the Restoration, because they wanted to punish
Cromwell in some way. They couldn't do so in the normal
sense, he being already dead, but they wanted to do something that would be symbolic, or that would send a message. So Cromwell was one of those rare individuals who
was hanged after he was dead.
dharles II hated him because Cromwell was instrumental in having his father, Charles I, beheaded. A few
years after Cromwell's death, his body was dug up from
Westminster Abbey and hanged on a triple gibbet at Tyburn. Two of his generals were hanged with him, and the
bodies of his mother, sister and granddaughter were
dragged from their graves.
After six hours, Cromwell and his two generals were
taken down, beheaded, and the bodies thrown into a deep
pit by the gibbet. The heads were taken to Westminster
Hall, stuck on poles, and left there tiU at least 1684, or 23
years after being exhumed. Afterward, the mummified
head of Cromwell was kept for various periods by different
people, till March 25, 1960, when it was finally interred
near Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge, his alma mater, in
a secret spot near the chapel.
Did Cromwell deserve all this? Well, he did treat IreLiberty
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land with great severity, and exiled a large number of Englishmen who opposed his rule and gave him trouble, to the
northern part of that country. In most respects, however/
his administration was well run. The public revenues were
economically managed, and every man was given liberty of
conscience.
Cromwell was a great statesman and civil administrator, and in his personal habits, temperate and industrious.
And even though he thought Charles I should die, he was
courteous and kind to his three young children, who were
held captive by the Parliamentary army; even going so far
as to kneel to them in loyalty.
As President, Eisenhower was, it seems, a fairly able
administrator, doing pretty well in handling the economy,
and he did a good thing in getting the Interstate Highway
System started; but as a general, he was terribly cruel to
his German POWs after the war ended. Anyone who has
read OTHER LOSSES, by James Bacque (Stoddard Publishing Co., Ltd., Canada, 1991), should feel sickened afterward by the horrors brought to Hght there.
Eisenhower didn't just starve his prisoners for about a
year after WWII ended; he also did other horrible things,
like sometimes shutting off the water i n some of the camps
for up to three days at a time, forcing some of the prisoners
to drink their own urine. He also denied many shelter,
sanitary facihties and medical care. Mail service was withheld for about a year, till the spring of 1946. Sick prisoners
often had to sleep in the mud, while nearby hospital beds
sat empty.
About a million died from starvation, disease, neglect
and other cruelties. It is pretty obvious as to why. Eisenhower apparently had long hated the Germans, but what
really sent him into a towing rage was his visits to some of
the German internment camps as soon as the war ended.
In some (but not all), there were a lot of sick, starving and
dead inmates lying around. These were caused by the conditions of the war, and were not part of any "extermination
policy."
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Yes, tee things that enraged him the most were caused
by the military actions of his own forces, particularly the
raids by his air-fleets. What did he think his bombers were
dropping—^flowers???
Now, what about the "Final Solution?"Yes, there was
such a plan, but it meant resettlement, not "extermination."An obnoxious American once asked Hitler where he
got his ideas for his policies toward the Jews, and he said
he got them from us, from our treatment of the Indians.
We resettled a lot of them on reservations during the 19th
century, but WWII profoundly changed the resettlement
plans of the National Socialists (many Jews were resettled
loefore, during and after the war, however).
Eisenhower was part-Jew, and was questioned about
this when he sought to enter West Point. The academy was
more concerned about things like this in those days, but
(unfortunately) let him in anyway.
How much his Jewishness had to do with his actions
is anybody's guess, but it most likely had something to
do with it. Maybe he was just taking a leaf from the book
of his tribal god, Yahweh. This diety hated the human
race so much that he drowned the whole kit and caboodle, except for Noah and his family. He even drowned all
the animals, saving only the smidgen on the ark. We
don't know why he targeted them also, as they were innocent.
Eisenhower gave lip-service to the Geneva Convention, while at the same time secretely undercutting it to
an astounding degree. He claimed there was a food shortage, but this was a lie. The wheat production that was
lost in Germany and France was more than made up for
by the yields in the U.K, and North America. There was
also plenty of corn and the largest production of potatoes
ever.
Why didn't the 'Tood shortage" also affect the POWs under British and Canadian control? They were able to feed
their prisoners adequately. At any rate, if there really had
been a shortage, and Eisenhower couldn't feed his POWs,
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why didn't he just release them? The tough t a l k i n g (but
humane acting) Gen. Georgs Patton started releasing his
prisoners as fast as he could, and let go many before he
was stopped. He was then relieved of his command and
transferred to a position where he couldn't release any
imore. Eisenhower said the Germans were beasts, while
lE^atton said they were the most decent people i n Europe.
There were plenty of supplies. Gen. Everett Hughes
s a i d , on 3-19-45, after v i s i t i n g huge supply depots i n
Naples and Marseille, that there were "more stocks than
we can ever use. Stretch as far as eye can see."
No really incriminating orders, of cnurse, were ever
signed by Eisenhower. Instead, he used 'Vinks and nods,"
with certain top deputies. A l l told, the number who knew
exactly what was going on, numbered, at a minimum, 23.
He kept the press out of the camps, saying there was typhus i n them, and other diseases. True, but they were
caused by him!!
The dense overcrowding i n the barbed-wire cages
eased because of the massive death rates. The rations for
U . S . troops were set at 4,000 calories per day. Most of
the prisoners got far less t h a n the 2,000 Eisenhower
claimed they were getting, and i n many cases, far less
than half!! The prisoners could not write and tell anyone
what was going on, because no mail was allowed out, or
i n . (As aforementioned, m a i l service was w i t h h e l d for
about a year),
Red Cross parcels were not allowed in either, nor ICRC
delegates. Hitler had allowed the organization to bring i n
extra food for Allied prisoners i n Germany, but Eisenhower
would not allow them to help feed German prisoners. Nor
would he let German civihans help, even threatening them
with death i f they tried to slip any food i n through the.
wire.
Two freight trains from Switzerland, loaded with food,
were sent into Germany. They were told that the "warehouses were full," and were not allowed to unload. They returned.
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Also consider that American Gen, M a r k C l a r k took
very good care of his POWs i n Italy, A "food shortage?"
HogwashU! The only shortage of any kind was a shortage
of common decency i n the makevp of part-Jew Dwight D .
Eisenhower. We can imagine him sitting i n his opulent office, never once deigning to set his polished boots down into
the muck and mire that his prisoners were l i v i n g and
sleeping in, gloating and delighting i n the misery and suffering he was causing, and the deaths.
After the soldiers were dead, one f i n a l i n d i g n i t y
awaited them. Before they were thrown upon trucks like
garbage, their clothing was stripped off, along with their
watches and jewelry, and sold on the black market i n Germany. Former Atty. Gen. of the U.S., Francis Biddle, visited this market and called it "terrific."
To sum up, I don't know i f Oliver Cromwell deserved to
be hanged after he was dead or not. Probably not. B u t
Charles II and his Royalists wanted to make a point, and
they made it.
Now, you might ask i f I think Eisenhower deserves the
same treatment? Well, personally I think hanging is too
good for him, but it would make a point. ZOG says it wants
to punish all war criminals, and not a bigger one ever hved
than him. He may very well be the granddaddy of them all.
Hanging him woxild show that ZOG is sincere, and would
make a strong point.
Can you think of a stronger one?
•

WJiASK RKMKMBKR:
Your subscription to Liborty Ucll, your tx)ok orders,
and your regular mont»tar>' contributions ai-e our
lifchlood. Help us keop Liberty Bell ringing and
prwlaiming the truth. Your continued support i.s
needed and will bo greatly appreciated!
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filement of the body brings destruction.

When Ignorance is NOT Bliss
By
Harold N. Simpson, Biochemist

Ignorance offiredoes not prevent burned fingers and ignorance of food rules brings its own penalties. The so-called
Christians do pray but obviously they either don't understand or don't believe what they pray. They pray, "Our Father.... Thy Will be Done...." Now, is it God's Will that man
live on fresh food or on stale food? Is there a difference?
There certainly is!
And again they pray, "...give us this day our daily
bread". "Daily bread" meansfi-eshbread.,WhfiatL.flnnr has_a
freshJime_o£thr^
after being milled! Now, with the
mining of the flour in Minneapolis, the processing of flour,
and then shipping of the flour to a warehouse in a distant
city, the flour in our bread is far more than three days old.
So the question is, how does one make "fresh" bread out of
stale flour? Does the baking make flour "fresh'7
When food grows, it is alive—AFRESH. When food dies—
the cells die—^it is now dead. Dead food soon oxidizes. Surface cholesterol oxidizes immediately, fats in about 40
hours.
This oxidation is the first step i n a long chain of biochemical oxidation/reduction reactions that change the food
into dirt. So, stale food is dirty. This dirty (STALE) food is
a defilement of the human body. One difference between a
man and a dog is, the dog thrives on stale food. A human
needs FRESH food.
Few people know the meaning of the word 'Tresh" and
have no idea of the penalties that follow from eating stale
food. The preachers have no knowledge of what their Holy
books say about stale food. The preachers don't know the
meaning of the word "fresh" and they have not taught their
people. They don't know the meaning of the word "stale".
They don't know that stale food is a defilement of the
body and they pay no attention to Paul's words that a de32 — Liberty Bell / September 1998

'TCnow ye not that ye are the temple of God, and
that the Spirit of God dwelleth in you? If any man
defile the temple of God, him shall God destroy;
for the temple of God is holy, which temple ye are."
St. Paul, 1 Cor. 3:16-17

The result is, a lot of Americans think they are "good
Christians", obeying the Divine Laws, when, actually, they
daily violate one of the most important Laws of Life. They
defile their bodies with stale food and they're sxrffering the
consequences.
Certainly, a man who gets drunk twice a w.eek has no
reason to think he is a "good Christian". Is the same man
who three times per day defiles his body with dirty (stale)
food also a "a good Christian'? His destruction just takes a
few decades longer.
It's time that the preachers awaken to what's happening in the real world and to realize the vast change in quality of food between 1900 and 1990.
The first and most important QUALITY of food is
freshness. Loss of food freshness is followed by: loss or perversion of religious instincts, and eventual inabihty to distinguish wrong from right.
Since ancient times it has been the duty of the religious
teachers to tell people what is fit to eat and what is not fit
to eat. The preachers just don't do their job and their followers are headed for destruction. Take a look at what's going
on in the world.
Some will object that the preacher has plenty to do to
learn the details of theology and there is not time for him to
become a graduate biochemist. That objection shows an ignorance of the basics of food. A person does not have to be a
biochemist to know the basic principles of food. A man can
learn the basics of food in one minute. Here it is: We
must eat food of high quality. The three prime qualities of
food are: Freshness, Wholesomeness, and Flavor. We need
to know the meanings of these words. Few do!
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"Fresh" means that the cells of the food are still alive
when it goes into the cookpot. After food is cooked, the food
is dead and should be eaten promptly as it soon begins to
oxidize and become stale. The reason freshness is so i m portant is, i f food is 100% jfresh, it is ZERO percent stale.
"Wholesome" means to eat the whole vegetable, grain, or
animal, as much as is possible. If these foods are healthy,
they will contain all the complex food elements needisd to
maintain health.
"Flavor'' guides xos to rejecting bad food and eating the foods
that we need. It didn't take more than a roinute to learn all this!
Now, when have you heard a preacher ever tell you that
fresh food is important and that stale food is dirty food and
a defilement of the body? If they don't know these basics of
food and some of the deleteri^ug_jfFBcts-o£^talejfood on the
mind and health, they really are ignorant of food. Considering that the ancient duty of the priesthood was always to
tell people what was fit to eat and not fit to eat, the preachers are neglecting their duty, to the detriment of their followers. There is a reason for this. These preachers put all
emphasis on spiritual things and they ignore the material
aspect of things. The money is on the wrong side. The
preachers ignore the truth that man is a unique combination of both the spiritual and the material. They follow the
Gnostic Heresy, They are heretics and the people suffer
from their heresy and faulty leadership.
There will be no improvement i n our national mess until the food is improved and the food is not going to be improved w i t h o u t the force of religious teaching. The
preachers must resume their ancient duty of telling people
what is fit to eat and what is not fit to eat.
"All the great religions which have endured down the
ages, however different in their orthodoxies, were founded on
the central belief that human existence, like everything else
in the universe, is governed by immutable laws of cause and
effect which the intelligence must discover and obey."
This Age of Conflict b y Ivor B e n s o n
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THE Y2K COCKROACH
By
Robert Frens

0 Doomsday, my Doomsday. Wherefore art thou Doomsday?
1 was recently sent a report, The Day the World Shuts
Down, apparently written by a Bruce Tippery who may, or
may not have been, a little tippery when he wrote it. He
wants to sell you something, of course, but has to properly
deaden your senses and vinlock your wallet first..He tries to
do this by yammering about the already yammered about
Y 2 K computer "bug." The "Y" means year and the '"ZKTC?
kilo) stands for 2000, thus the 'Year 2000."
Everyone from the Christian T V dimwit duo, M r . and
Mrs. Jack V a n Impe," to the local geek, has heard about
this asteroid of virtual space and has joined the silly choir.
Salesman Bruce starts out by stating that computer programmers decided, way back i n the dark 1960's, that they
would save valuable computer memory space by shortening
year dates such as 1976 to 76, thus — i n ignorance, we are
told — doing their customers one gigantic favor. The purpose was to save space by eliminating 2 digits, or 2 bytes, as
it were.
To bring this nonsense into perspective. 111 mention the
familiar 3 inch popular computer diskette. This iron oxide
coated wafer of plastic contains about 14 square inches of
area which is room for 1.4 million bytes (characters). One
byte therefore occupies the same physical space as does the
cross section of a single hair! How many 2-digit year dates
occur i n any representative batch of computer code or data?
A little reflection, and calculator work if you are so inclined,
readily points out the fallacy of this so-called "space saving."
(Space saving is generally accomplished by "compression,"
or other algorithms.)
Salesman Bruce then continues the fable with the reUberty Bell / September 1998 — 35

m a r k t h a t w h e n the year odometer rolls over to "00," the
processing w i l l assume t h a t the year 1900 is meant. T h i s
w i l l cause bank accotmts to vanish; insxirance policies to be
canceled; m i s s i l e s to be l a u n c h e d ; d r i n k i n g water to stop
f l o w i n g a n d p r o b a b l y , toe n a i l fungus. A l t h o u g h he frequently uses "crash" to describe every computer p r o b l e m
under the sun, let i t be k n o w n t h a t "crash" means one of
two things: (1) smoke rolls out from somewhere because of a
physical failure of some bit of man-made j \ m k thus causing
the computer to go physically "ape," and (2) the program itself goes "blooey" a n d i n t e r n a l l y chases i t s own t a i l thus
m a k i n g i t appear t h a t e v e r y t h i n g has gone to meet t h a t
great v i r t u a l spirit i n the sky.
Salesman Bruce, i n addition to his already growing pile
of fertilizer, tosses on another scoop by stating that "99" is
used often to terminate a computer's operation. Wow! See
the i m p l i c a t i o n s of t h a t one? H o n o r students w o u l d certainly be annoyed w h e n their grades caused a computer to
flip out. Imagine the grocery business d u r i n g a 99 cent sale.
'Tis gossip that Bruce is dealing w i t h and most of i t is pure
sausage. Often, d u r i n g the input of data, the computer has
no way of knowing where the end of it is, thus programmers
often invoke ways to tag the data stream w i t h an end value
w h i c h has not occurred previously. 99 has certainly been
used for t h i s purpose b u t i t has never, to m y knowledge,
been used as a command to stop computer operation altogether, as i n Bruce's propaganda.
A s s u m i n g t h a t 99 is a command, t h e n how could the
computer d i s t i n g u i s h this from 99 as a d a t a i t e m , or address reference? It does this by accepting those bytes w i t h i n
a c e r t a i n context as do we w h e n we h e a r t h i n g s s u c h as
"there" (they're, their) or "your" (you're, yore) a n d so on.
Salesman Bruce has all of the banks going loopy at certain
times depending upon w h i c h flavor of loopy he is dispensing. B a n k s do use computers. B a n k s do use pencils. B a n k s
do employ people. If a l l of the employees at yoiu- b a n k i n stantly died from over-taxation, w o u l d the bank cease operation? If the pencil sharpener busted its blade, would the
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bank shut down xmtil the Pyramids t u r n into pillars of salt?
B a n k computer operations are printed out and this is called
"hard copy." T h i s paper p i l e is m i c r o f i l m e d (often microfiche) and then stored i n vaults. This represents their permanent set of data. I f the electricity suddenly stopped —^. a
far more-ser-ious p r o b l e m than_anvthinef emanatingJr.Qm
some-comp-uter network-foul-jup •—• I a m sure the b a n k
w o u l d find a w a y to send the A T F to your home, complete
w i t h tanks, flame throwers and anthrax, i n order to collect
that mortgage payment. I f the electricity continued to flow,
and the computers a l l went to v i r t u a l N i r v a n a , that payment notice w o u l d s t i l l be on time and only a qmck trip to
Zimbabwe would get you off the payment hook.
S a l e s m a n B r u c e w o u l d also have y o u believe that the
Pentagon w o u l d grow a sixth side and that the entire M i l i tary would be shut down depending upon when those nasty
99's appeared. Since the M e n d l y business of the M i l i t a r y is
death and destruction, I a m confident that they have alternative plans. The M i l i t a r y always leaves room for, and welcomes, schemes for contingencies. E v e n guard duty has its
supernumeraries, as aU service men recognize. A s a n aside,
the M i l i t a r y does its thing as a matter of business w i t h not
an ounce of hate to be found. It is a n observable fact t h a t
more mischief has been perpetrated i n the name of 'love"
than i t ever has under the flag of "hate."
Salesman Bruce has a l l of the aircraft control towers going bananas. Woe to the airborne! H e convenientlyjgnores
those thousands of airports which have no computers at a l l
and operate entirely b y radio communications. E v e n without radios, people s t i l l have eyeballs, haven't they? A l l p i lots are r e q u i r e d to k n o w the r e d , green a n d w h i t e l i g h t
signals. Svire there w o u l d be a crash, a smash and a flop,
once i n awhile, here or there. Heck, this happens even w i t h
computers or haven't you been paying attention to the news
lately? W h a t w i t h high-tech equipment being progressively
maxjfl^dJayJLo^w-tecKTielp,Tt might not be su.ch a b a d i d e j j f
the computers indeed a l l burned out. It might be well to remember t h a t the 1948 B e r l i n A i r L i f t (Operation V i t t l e s ;
~
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lasted over 1 year) — was one of the most congested airport
uses of all time — was done with make-shift control towers
and no computers at all. Traffic controllers are the policeman of busy air corridors. Computers are one of their handy
electronic tools which are no better than the people who
utilize them. At one time, before the blockheads decided to
meddle with the world's best public education system,
youngsters were taught Roman numerals and given a taste
of the Julian calendar. In essence, the Julian calendar was
a day coxmt from "day one," that is, the beginning of the beginning. Thus, July 4, 1997 was Julian day 2,450,634 as
counted from some point in the 40005000 B.C. period — I
forgot exactly when. July 4, 1998 is day number 2,450,999
which is 365 days after
no surprise for those who have
mastered subtraction. This daily count is very convenient
for exacting the number of days firom one point to another.
Many things are reckoned by merely counting days since a
certain event without the necessity of a Gregorian date ever
arising.
All sorts of enterprises, from banks to Internet servers,
use a similar day count from some identified 'zero' date.
From this count, the month, day and year are calculated.
No big deal. I have a tiny program which accepts dates in
the usual 'mmddyy' format where the 'yy' represents the
year sans the '19' prefix which identifies the century. A
peek at the code shows how easily one can slightly alter a
handful of bytes so that it is workable for other, and multiple, centuries. How much written code is out there which
needs this tweaking is anyone's guess. However, anyone
with an I.Q. above that of a prime covld have foreseen such
problems years ago. I have often wondered how any programmer could be this blind to future dates, but then again,
our present system of education is hke the old grey mare —
she ain't what she used to be.
Salesman Bruce has something to sell after you are sufficiently brain rattled and pale. He offers an exclusive, and
extensive, Y2K Preparation, Protection and Survival Kit.
Surprise! Surprise! And when the/Y2K non-even^arrives,
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Bruce will be happily spending the money the suckers sent
to him. Caveat emptor.
What shall I do as the millions of horrified boobs pester
everyone under the sun asking them if they are "year 2000
compliant'? You'll find me safely removed, giggling to myself, and drinking my hot Ovaltine. What have we learned?
Salesman Bruce first creates the problem in your noggin,
then he offers to sell you a remedy. Snake oil has always
been popular here in America,
(Robert Frenz, http77www.faein.com)

1 July 1998
Note: I am indebted to Mr. Dan Parker for the following:
"Occasionally I read what someone has to say on Y2K
just to sort of get an idea of how their brain works and what
their politics might be. So, I read your recent essay on the
subject and thought I'd send a few comments your way.
"As a software developer with almost 2 decades experience, I have my view of the Y2K matter also. Mine is very
simple though — not unlike the Y2K problem itself. You
understand how simple the problem is technically, and that
alone sets you apart from most who comment on Y2K. I
think you missed the mark a little though. The problem is
simple, and all of us who actually know how computers and
; programs that execute on them work know that. However,
it is made difficult hj this simple l i t t l e ^ g — or stupid negHgence in en^inBerin^ because it is so widespread. There
are a lot of obsolete sys't'ems (or, legacy systems)_with this
bug and to fix them all takes a lot of work. I wonder why
the conspiracy crackpots haven't claimed that all of those
bugs were intentionally planted to create a multi-billion
dollar industry?
"Pervasive as it is, the Y2K bugs are not going to bring
"the system" down. Anyone who thinks it even can is a peabrain or has some vested interest in making people think it
can, i.e. Hal Lindsay, Jack Van Impe, et al."
•
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NEO-CONSERVATIVES:
BOLSHEVIKS OF TOMORROW?
By
Thomas G. Mysiewicz

When Moses Levy ("Karl Marx") penned his manifesto,
few imagined that, rather than eliminating poverty and social inequalities, it would serve as a tool for the actual mass
mxnrder of close to 100-million Christians.
When Lenin (Ulanov), Trotsky (Lev Bronstein) and the
other 1917 revolutionaries seized power in Russia, there
were no plans to murder entire segments of the population
(at least that anyone knew about). Rather, the Bolsheviks
represented that they were empowering the people (proletariat) and were going to create a workers' paradise. Further as a tool to help smash the industrial "bourgeois" and
individual nation states, free trade was to be promoted,
along with cooperation with international banking and financial interests. This included the taking of substantial
lines of credit and complete protection of banking interests
in Revolutionary Russia.
Now that communism is "dead", we are told, there can
be no repeat of its horrors. Yet, in America, it is apparent
from Federal activities in recent years that the Bolshevist
repressive structure is being recreated here, aided and
abetted by those having a common religious ancestry with
the creators of the original. But were are the rank-and-file
troops?
I think one only need look as far as the Zionist-inspired
philosophy of neo-conservatism to find individuals sufficiently mindless ("ditto") and willing to put into place a system that will destroy the values they claim to hold dear.
With neo-conservatism, the "class enemy" is officially
the ephemeral 'liberal". However, in reality it is the poor,
the homeless, "burdens on society" those wishing to be paid
a living wage, and "whackos" (including all non-kosher po40 — Liberty Bell / September 1998

litical activists, white separatists, etc.). These will have to
go out and get nonexistent jobs or presumably starve.
A good example of this philosophy is provided by Rush
Limbaugh i n between pro-Israeli promotions, rantings
about an alleged holocaust, and attacks on far-right
whackos as exemplified by the Freemen, David Koresh and
white separatists. Limbaugh promotes free trade agreements such as NAFTA that put American whites in competition with slave labor worldwide. Further, he portrays the
Federal Reserve credit system as benign and even beneficial to "middle America". He supports elimination of most
welfare. And he is vociferous in his support of Federal and
other police enforcement conducted against "criminals",
drug people and 'Svhackos"—along with the massive standing-army-type police, justice and prison system that entails.
In reality, the neo-conservatism proposed by Limbaugh
and a host of other promoters has resulted and wiU result
in the export of the bulk of living-wage jobs overseas and
will depress wage rates in remaining productionyindustrial
jobs. Further, created service-sector jobs are barely sufficient to support a single person, let alone a family.
The unemployment and underemployment created by
this free-trade policy force many individuals onto forms of
welfare and break up (and prevent the formation) of families. The neo-conservative's answer is to block welfare, food
stamps and other forms of assistance, presinnably those cut
off can either find nonexistent jobs or starve like the
Ukrainians under Stalin..
In a non-debt-based system, the savings from cheap
slave-labor produce would at least free up capital for economic expansion. However, with the debt system beloved by
neo-conservatives, all surplus capital is soaked up for interest payments (now the largest Federal budget item). This
system also dooms most small business—the so-called engine of the neo-conservative economy—to the statistical
Hkelihood of bankruptcy since the Federal Reserve does not
expand the FRN/Credit supply fast enough to allow net repayment of outstanding debt.
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As small businesses are systematically eliminated by
the growing debt monster, their foimders gradually join the
Banks of those displaced by free trade.
Neo-conservatives frequently claim to be for tax cuts to,
as Limbaugh puts it, empower middle America. However,
file free trade policies have eliminated huge amounts of tax
revenues from import tariffs that have been shifted
tev..middle America. This is reminiscent of the Bolshevik
m>axim "all power to the people" and about as true.
Ultimately, the neo-conservative rhetoric of empowerment is just that and ehmination of regulation is but a code
phrase for allowing the business and financial powers that
promote neo-conservatism to do as they wish. The neo-conservative support of massive prison building, overpaid law
dogs (making 3 or more times what their charges are paid),
and a host of judicial hangers-on is much hke ancient pyramid building in that it temporarily disguises economic rot.
But, like Bolshevism, the neo-conservative hodgepodge is
doomed to fail and, so, those prisons will be needed after
all.
Neo-conservatism cannot produce any more than the
failed Leftist pohcies it proposes to replace, i.e., impoverishment, excessive concentration of wealth, abortion and illegitimacy due to financial stress, unemployment, depressed
wage rates, bankruptcy, and eventual political hquidation
and mass murder to deal with the resulting unrest.
The very neo-conservatives parroting demands for reduction i n constitutional rights to trap criminals, drug
pushers and "whackos"—and demanding prisons and Arizona-style concentration camps and chain gangs—while ignoring the economic causes of many of these problems, may
one day find themselves on the receiving end. Ditto. Because, as old-line Bolsheviks were eventually liqioidated after they had helped eliminate the initial target groups,
neo-conservatives may find that they are not held to be as
valuable by their Zionist masters as they vainly believe
themselves to be.
•
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Alabama Erwacht!
By DGR
(July 1998)

Passive intolerance to Christianity and its solidarity still
rans rampant within the Jewish community. At issue here is the
attention at the national level which the Alabama governor's
race has created within the Community-of-the-Chosen. Not only
is it a prime example of politics today, it is a perfect example of
why we must strongly strive to understand the global political
process today.
The Community, mentioned above, is strongly divided between the two candidates in the upcoming election because of
their roles in the Grand Design of things (see Douglas Reed's literature if you're not familiar with this term). It is not an election
of Semite against Anti-Semite, or even against Non-Semite for
that matter, but whether a Zionist with a proven track record
will stand to serve the Community better, despite his allegiance
to the Christian majority, than a challenger who simply is Jewish in everything but birth.
Incumbent Governor Fob James' Zionist credentials include:
his wife, Bobbie, who is a fundamental Christian "millennialist
who considers Israel the key to God's plan" and has developed
close attachments to Israeli Rabbis and Likud politicians in her
fifteen, or so, trips to Israel; Israel as the "cornerstone of his
agenda"; an Israel-Alabama trade mission last year which
"yielded important contracts for Israeli firms"; and lastly, elevating the small but official state Holocaust acknowledgement into
a "major public ceremony" while stating publicly "We stand with
you forever, and vow before God Almighty: Never again." His
1995 inauguration was attended by an Israeli Rabbi who flew in
for the occasion to blow a shofar (a ram's horn) and read the Torah in Hebrew while the band played Hatikvah (The hymn of the
Zionist movement since 1898 and Israeli National Anthem). Mr.
James, after his approval and election, obviously was "good for
Israel" both culturally and financially. It is easy to understand
the appreciation of the Community for the man.
Challenger Siegelman is reportedly not Jewish, however, his
wife is a Jewess and he has chosen to raise his daughters in
Montgomery's Community. There, they attend a conservative
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synagogue, Agudath Israel, where their oldest daughter was reportedly recently bat mitizavhed.
Governor James is clearly and strongly supported by the
1200-plus Jewish residents of Mobile who are mostly affluent,
wealthy, conservative, business associates and "prominent Republican donors." He is as close to a "Republican Jew" as they
<can find i t seems for this election. Siegelman, on the other hand,
-is supported by the state's other 7800 or so Jews, who are less affluent and Democrat. A n important consideration for the latter
'group was the lawsuit filed i n federal court recently by James to
"endorse the rituals", as one Jew so stated, of permitting public
prayer in Alabama schools. This action flawed his otherwise impeccable credentials and created the controversy.
In terms of understanding the political picture i n America today, this situation is yet another example i n the education of
conservatives. One might ask how the 'Tjeachhead" of Christianity, as one Rabbi phrased it in referring to Alabama, could find
itself in the position where the governor's election was between a
Zionist incumbent and a Jewish challenger, after all, Alabama's
Jewish population is only about one-fifth of 1% of the total! This
choice, however, is what Alabama's 4.3 million non-Jews will be
allowed to make i n their democratic society. , i
As part of this example we see, once again, that Christianity
has compromised its fellow gentiles in the perpetual war against
a society controlled exclusively by Jews or their employees. This
was accomplished by simply accepting Israel as a "key to God's
plan." One must ask i n the case of James and his wife — given
that they believe i n the concept of a benevolent spiritual being
creating several forms of life of which one is chosen to control the
others- how one could accept being consigned into the inferior position, not to mention constructively working to accelerate a
cataclysmic ending and their own self-destruction i n the process?
Alabama voters are not likely to see this political election by
the light of the Menorah. Economically, most residents simply
struggle to survive. They will be provided with the finest in commercial advertising propaganda, the majority of which will focus
on race, bond, welfare, crime, education, housing, and gun control issues. Those who want to see beyond these buy-a-vote diversions w i l l be hard pressed to see reality, i.e., regardless of the
candidate chosen, Israel will win. This political election, like so
many others now globally, is only between different Jewish factions, and which side the gentiles will be tricked into taking.
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D o w n o n One Knee ... '
by DGR
For the few whose cerebral spaces still function, a sad reminder of the true state of a once-great country was pubhshed on
the front page of the Los Angeles Times on July 12. The article
dealt with Asian immigrants and their 'leap to success" during
these last two decades.
It was not so much the truth of virtually everything said in
that article as the picture it created. In simple words, it was the
"dawn coming over the horizon" of a new day, one where we realize that we have lost the battle. On the battle field around us
stand the weapons of war. Unlike the golden days of courage, integrity and halberds, are now credit institutions, computers,
marketing, real estate, and import/export merchandising. The
once crude barbarians, who wore cow hides and traveled by
smelly quadraped, now sport Monsieur Pierre Cardin and a Mercedes-Benz. Where once they spoke i n short tonal dialects, they
now speak fluently i n the European romance tongues of our ancestors, languages which few of us have had any interest to
learn.
We would be conquered simply by the culture shock during
the remainder of this battle i f we were alert but few see what is
happening. Those that remain standing are too economically fatigued, distracted by propaganda programs or simply entertained
by the omni-present (and "potent" as well) D D implant industry
to note the dwindling numbers of their associates. Many have
left the battlefield simply by walking off because of old age,
choosing to join the cultural parasites in Palm Springs for the
rest of their retirement. Those which remain have been abandoned along with the country, both literally and politically.
The Los Angeles Times told, for the first time clearly, that
the white population of California is in the minority due to the
overwhelming influx of immigration which has occured during
the last decade or so. This situation was inevitable as well as anticipated within the next few years, however, i t clearly is the
state of the state today based on the figures provided. We are
told that the term "White" includes 17.3 million of the population
while "Black", "Asian-American", and "Latino" occupies 2.0, 3.8,
and 9.2 million of the population respectively. The latter total to
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15 million. When one considers — that the term 'White'includes
•many diffeiPent? groups, illegal immigration is not adidiressed
therein and the age of tl^ie data provided — it is cleai" that Americans of European descent are now at the mercy of the dem.o,cratic, yet notably tribal, njajority.This incredible, accornplishraeqt is far ipore 9,u,tstaridingf than
the fable of David and Gpliath and we, are now sure to. soojn,
watch the world's forr^er leading,country fall to the other knee
as well, before afinal collapse within the next fifty years. Then,
the "politics of meaning", as they like to say, should be dearly
geen to be the politics qf economic despotism while the CQncepts
ef liberty and freedom — those ideas and concepts at the foundatien of Western Culture —^ shall be only memories of endearment
fgr those genetically, culturally, politically and economically dispossessed.
Putting all fantasy aside, there is m hope fo? America to return to its fpundatipns of Western Cjilture since the parasitic
gancer inflicted within the last century has slowly traveled
through America's lymph system to infect the body as well as the
brain. With the current destruction of the middle class, which
shall proceed systematically over the next decide or so, our only
hppe is to salvage and attach ourselves to another piece of land
far away. We do not need them, it is they who need us. If we
leave them with nothing but a country full of immigrants all
seeking their own tribfil self-aggrandizement through monetary
enslavement, history will repeat itself and our organic destiny
will again fulfill itself in the form of another Roman empire. Or
maybe even a fourth Reich!
In case you're wondering, YES! I am furious!!!

and the rest of the boys did fib a little at the Congressional
hearings, but let no one suggest that F D R really did deliberately send the fleet to the bottom at Pearl Harbor. A n d yes,
maybe the state of Israel really isn't quite as democratic as it
pretends, but let no one suggest that it doesn't actually have a
right to exist.
Above all, we must not go overboard by telling the plain,
unvarnished truth. T h a t would reek of polemics, resurgent
neo-Nazism and offend all the well meaning people who just
couldn't, wouldn't consider that they may have been wrong all
their adult lives. No, we must be moderate and diplomatic
about this and let the truth tippy toe out by degrees. Intellectual discourse is all about proper etiquette. If you say "It's all
B—" you will get nowhere. If, however, you say "Have you considered..." then, with luck, the muse of a new idea may enter a
previously closed mind. Approaching a unniversity professor
with the thesis of historical revisionism is like trying to make
Connie Coed without actually sticking your hand on her butt.
Probing around the nether regions must be done very carefully
lest offense be given.
Wining and dining university professors with heretical research is as challenging as tempting a female accustomed only to
lying on her back. "Is that really possible...?" Yes, dear, try it
you'll like it."

A
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The Man With No Memory

•

They Quail and Quake
By
William R. Wright
, University Professors—they truly are the "cowardly lions" of
the modern world. They will sail the stormy seas in search of
bold new truths but only if they have a handy lifeboat to jump
into if the truth gets a little rough. Yes, there were more than a
few Jewish commissars in Russia, but let no one suggest that the
"six million" story is a swindle. Horrors! Yeg, maybe Marshall
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George Catlett Marshall was the man with no memory. He
just could not remember what he was doing on the morning
Pearl Harbor was bombed or the night before. Some sneaky
right wingers believe he was hiding in the White House with
F D R awaiting the attack both knew was coming. But that really would be 'Trom Here To Eternity" for the defenders of the
Roosevelt legend. Our man Marshall must have been watching
"Dallas" while concocting his testimony for the future Joint
Congressional Committee. His appointment as ambassador to
C h i n a and plans for delivering millions to communism undoubtedly preoccupied h i m while he "could not recall" where
he was the evvening of December 6 to the morning of 10 A . M .
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December 7. As to why he failed to supply vital intelligence to
the Pearl Harbor commanders or issue warnings when war was
imminent,only his Chinese communist fortune cookie could say.
Ah, so. Many are the mysteries of men in power. Mao's man
Marshall did recommend against the Zionist partition of Palestine. Jewish Nazi "agrarian reformers" in Palestine were somehow distinguishable from the Chinese communist version of
same. The Titanic sank because of a glancing blow against an
iceberg. George Catlett Marshall sank eight battleships and
whitewashed the truth as expertly as the White Star line counting its lifeboats.
•i^
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Barry Goldwasser;
The Conscience of a Zionist
"Conservative"
"Extremism in the defense of liberty is no vice; moderation
in the pursuit of justice is no virtue." So said the eloquent fraud
of Zionist-conservatism in 1964. Barry Goldwasser, a Polish Jew
huckster of conservative gold, never once supported the white
racial background of the United States or its social structure.
Goldwasser was an early advocate of racial integration of the
nations armed forces. He "me-tooed" L B J in his support of Civil
Rights.
In his later years he supported the integration of the armed
forces with homoexuals. Such positions were never consistent with
any true conservatism but carry the smell of the Warsaw Ghetto instead.
Barry Goldwasser was born in the wrong country. Had he
grown up in Hitler's Germany he could have taught gambling in
the desert at a Zionist training school. (Las Vegas is run by Jewish mobsters so relocation should not be a problem.) Barry was
quite a pro-choice fan. He regarded the killing of the unborn as
The Pledge of Allegiance to female freedom.
Barry Goldwasser deserves to be remembered. He is the proof
that a Jew is always a radical even while flying the flag.
•
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CAUCASIAN GENOCIDE
What It Will Take to Save
the White Race From Extinction
By
Gerhard

Hauptmann

Amid the oceans of Jewish anti-Nazi/anti-German propaganda vitriol and the just plain poor programming of Jewish-controlled television, there occasionally will appear a show of thinly
disguised fiction that will approximate the hidden truth and reality. One such show currently running is called Trey" (ABC,
Thursday, 9 PM Eastern) and the plot of the show is that a superior species of humans has arisen and dwells among us in great
numbers and in secrecy, as they appear the same as us externally, but they are all engaged secretly in genocidal warfare
against all of us normal humans. The show gets its name from
the fact that these superior "humans" or super humans consider
normal humans to be their prey. The show tonight ended with
the words "There can never be coexistence!" In other words; it is
a genocidal race war to the death and extinction of one race or
the other. Only a Jew could have thought up such a plot as this,
and he couldn't have if he didn't have the real thing to use as a
model. A l l of this is a true picture of reahty, and the only disguised part is that it is the Jews who consider themselves to be
the superior species of super humans. The genocidal race war to
the extinction of one race or the other actually does exist, declared upon the Caucasian race by the entire Jewish race. If that
were not bad enough, the Jews also use the other races to help
them in their genocidal destruction of the Caucasian race. All of
this is neither theory nor opinion, but rather, documented fact
supported by an abundance of documentation, for anyone willing
to investigate the evidence.
For well over two thousand years, the entire Jewish race has
worked unceasingly toward its two-pronged goal of total world
conquest and rule and total genocide against the Caucasian race.
The Jew's world conquest and domination over the entire planet
is virtually complete for all intents and purposed, and all of the
Caucasian nations lie in defeat under the jackboot control of the
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Jews, their masses brainwashed and manipulated to the Jewish
will and their morale and fighting spirit broken and subdued,
just waiting for the executioner's final axe to fall across their
necks. Due to absolute Jewish control over all major means of
communication, most Caucasians don't even realize that their
nation has fallen under Jewish control. Most Americans don't
even know that their so-called "Federal Reserve Bank System" is
privately owned exclusively by Jews and that the Jews receive
every bit of all currency ever issued by the U . S. Treasury free of
charge except for the printing cost and that the Jews then loan
that money back to our federal government for both principle
and a high interest rate and that it is through this criminal procedure that our national debt of unrepayable proportions has become "owed" to the Jews and that federal bankruptcy of our
nation was the Jewish purpose all along. With this bottomless
pit of taxpayers' money at their disposal, the Jews have bought
up everything of value in America, especially all of our industry
and production facilities. Whether we know it or not, our very
livelihood is in the hands of the Jews.
As i f the theft of the national treasury was not enough
money to use against us, the Jews have established for themselves a monopoly in the illicit drug trade, using our legal system, our police, and even our armed forces to eliminate their
competition, thereby keeping their illicit drug profits astronomically high. With these two windfall operations and many more
not enumerated, the Jews have had plenty of money with which
to bribe all of our politicians, and Jewish control over all of the
major media has meant that no politician can resist the will of
the Jews and survive i n the political arena. The result is that the
Jews have gained absolute control over our government. Democracy is dead and nothing but a sham, and the truth of the matter
is that we live under the tyrannical dictatorship of the conquering Jews. The Jews allow us to delude ourselves into believing
that we are still self-governing, while they get together the few
last things that they need to hold absolute power over us. One of
those things is to get our nuclear weapons and military forces
under their control in the Jewish-controlled United Nations. The
other thing is to confiscate all of the firearms out of the hands of
the American public. When these things are done, America, the
last bastion of hope for freedom and the Caucasian race, will fall
completely to Jewish tyranny.
50—
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A t this juncture, seeing how fully the Jewish race has come
to dominate our race and our country and all of the other races
and countries, it is easy to see how the Jews could come to view
themselves as a race of super humans superior to all other humans, and indeed they are so i n this one respect of dominating
others. The new episode of "Prey" ran tonight on television and
the superior species was officially named as "Homo Dominace"
which was quite apropos to both the show and to reality. However, on the show the major news media is used to warn the public about the existence of "the new species," but i n reality the
Jews own and control all of the major news media and no such
warnings are allowed. Another discrepancy is that the group resisting the superior species on the show get the full cooperation
of the public of normal humans, while i n reality the Jews have
used their control over the media to brainwash the public of Caucasian humans against listening to anyone who speaks against
the Jews. The people on the show freak out to learn that there
are one hundred thousand of "the new species" among us, but in
reality there are more than twenty million Jews either already
in America or invading our shores through prejudicial immigration. Another strange and out-of-place correlation on the show is
that the race war of species is depicted as being between Caucasians and a superior species which looks exactly like Caucasian,
which is indeed the case in reality.
Although the contrary is the case on the television show, resistance to "Homo Dominace" in the real world is quite pathetic,
revealing our true inferior nature i n such matters, which just
happen to be the most important of all matters, like: survival of
the species. Although there are a goodly number of resisters out
there who work hard at publishing newspapers and magazines
and newsletters and pamphlets and flyers and sell books on the
subject, this surface-scratching micro-media work falls woefully
short of the substantial amount of news coverage needed to
reach a significant percentage of the public to allow us to have a
fair chance against our tyrannical adversary. Something much
more drastic and dynamic is required to even the "playing" field.
Our biggest problem is one of mass-communications. That is the
pivotal point. We either have to find our way around this problem or find a way of breaking down their doors and taking our
major media back from them and using it against them, as they
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have done to u s . T h e r e m a y be one easy w a y a r o u n d t h i s probl e m . A w h i s p e r i n g c a m p a i g n . W o r d of m o u t h i s a m u c h m o r e
powerful weapon, potentially, t h a n anyone ever imagined. I f people w o u l d take is seriously enough a n d were motivated enough to
apply themselves d i l i g e n t l y a n d energetically to the task, we a l ready have enough strategically placed people i n the k n o w about
the J e w i s h conspiracy to get the w o r d about i t to every A m e r i can, i f our patriotic publications w o u l d j u s t help out and get the
news of the p l a n to t h e i r o w n readers. B u t i f we can't get t h i s
simple job done, there w i l l be no other option t h a n for armed patriots to commandeer television stations and broadcast the news
about the J e w i s h conspiracy for as l o n g as they can h o l d their positions. Some computer genius or electronic specialist M i g h t find
a way to overlay television and radio signals w i t h signals of our
own, or a b a n d of mobile high-powered radio broadcast units i n
large cities m i g h t r e a c h a lot of people w i t h our message, b u t
that seems to be the least l i k e l y of prospective events.
The purpose of our efforts to obtain some form of mass comm u n i c a t i o n is to i n f o r m the public of the existence of our "Homo
D o m i n a c e " enemies a n d t h e i r conspiracy a g a i n s t us, a n d t h e n
the goal i s to remove the h a n d s of the enemy from the levers of
control i n this country. If we have to remove their cold, dead fingers f r o m those levers a n d drag them off feet first w i t h a bullet
hole between their eyes, so be it. If we have to k i l l every last one
of t h e m to stop this a n d make sure that it never happens again,
then i t simple must be done. W e m.ust find the courage to do i t .
After a l l , i t was them who declared a race war to the death u p o n
our race. W e are only r e s p o n d i n g , as we s i m p l y must respond.
A n y w a y , t h a t is w h a t is r e q u i r e d of us i f we are to avoid genocide, r a c i a l extinction and permanent loss of a l l of our rights and
freedoms. If we do not have the stomach for the battle, then we
are a l l doomed to the fate p r e p a r e d for us at the h a n d s of our
mortal enemies. Such cowardice would make us deserving of our
fate. B u t even i f some miracle should happen a n d we should even
wipe every last J e w of the face of planet, ending that threat forever, we w o u l d s t i l l have major racial problems to overcome. To
insure our racial integrity, we would have to force a l l other races
back to t h e i r homelands, then take our m i l i t a r y a n d force a l l H i s panics to the south past P a n a m a . T h a t is what it would take to
win this war.
•
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15 July 1998
LETTERS
Dear M r . Dietz:
It does seem as t h o u g h we
TO T H E
whites have enough to do w i t h o u t
EDITOR
t h e e n d l e s s d i s c u s s i o n s as to
whether Jesus the C h r i s t was a J e w
or not. A n d who were the Jews? A n d
who were not the Jews? A n d are they white or black? A n d where did
they go after the E x o d u s or the B a b y l o n i a n C a p t i v i t y ? , most of
which are part of a belief system rather than verifiable fact unless
we rely on holy books, which no self-respecting historian would do.
To say nothing of the completely conflicting utterances of Jesus
himself, we have the controversies over translations, as well as the
conflicting reports of the gospels, w r i t t e n reportedly by m e n who
never met the Christ, m a n y years after his alleged death, w i t h his
life being alleged as well. It does seem a bit stupid to me, especially
when the white race is. at stake, to dwell on religious beliefs.
Primitive tribes beheve i n forest spirits who allegedly cause all
their troubles, from the Eskimos (now called Alleuts) to the Catholic
priest at the altar, busily transforming wafers baked i n a nunnery
into the body and blood of Christ. A n d others who earnestly trace
the T e n Lost Tribes of Israel to the N e w W o r l d and our very own
Western Civilization. To say nothing of the Mormons and the M e t h odists who have various other gurus and shamans and practices
based on good a n d e v i l , a n d a l l the various definitions of those
terms. B o t h are terms used to flail and flog any who do not conform
to the norm. M a n y have been killed and children have been terrorized i n the name of religion, from ancient Rome to the Pilgrims and
Puritans who sported the ducking stool, the stocks and pillories for
wrong doers, to say nothing of the scarlet A and ostracism and banishment. W h a t one calls religion, another calls superstition. Superstition is usually what the other fellow believes. Our religion is the
true one.
It seems to me that at least the educated should have become
aware by now that church and state work together to control the
populace for the benefit of the top dogs, the rich and powerful, whoever they may be.
B u t the h u m a n being is subject to m a n y primordial fears and
foibles and uncertainties, ever since he outgrew his stay on earth
and messed everything up that Nature h a d ordained. Do I not myself, a well-read, college-degreed woman of several professions, sit
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clutching a Rosary when the thunder of the terrible electrical storms
that make Florida the li^tning capital of the world, come crashing
around me and the blue lightning dances around my bedroom for
hours on end? You bet I do.
'
I who have been a devote of Nature since I was a small child and
have always felt uncomfortable with any interference with Nature
and Her ways. I who like to think that I am a dedicated National Socialist with a reverence for the Third Reich, and with much agreement with Messrs. Jordan and Myatt.
Bringing in the issue of whether Jesus was a Jew or of some
other ethnic group, does pertain to the Aryan awareness that the
devilish Jew is out to get us and is well on the way to succeeding.
We will never know for sure who or what Jesus is or was, or
whether he really ever existed or not. If we wish to study Jesus,
Wodin, Thor or Freyja, let us do it and not ruin our digestion and
Main Purpose over it.
A Christian Identist says he would never again fight with any
but his Identist brothers. A Skinhead says he hates the Hammerskins and would like to kill a few. Like a divorced couple, we destroy
children and family because of these prejudices which can never be
conclusively proven. It seems to me the sensible thing to do is to
hang out with our own choices for whatever religions we wish to
practice, follow our own hygiene and dietary laws, fight in separate
battalions and, like oil and water, don't mix!
The main issue here is race, not religion. Everybody bring your
birth certificate, eschew pork if you wish, follow your own path as
long as Honor, Duty and Loyalty is your creed, who cares who you
eat with or don't eat with. Do as you please; stop trying to proselytize your brothers and sisters. Give them the respect to follow their
own religious beliefs or none.
The Third Reich did not persecute religions. If they did not disobey the law, they were tolerated. TRF [The Rational Feminist] has
a Yuletide '98 issue coming up to present some of the various religious leanings of WNM people.
There are many Judeo-Christians in our midst as well as the
unchurched. We should all at least familiarize ourselves with our
'comrades^mths so we can at least respect them and leave them be.
The very fact that people get so angry and hysterical about religion only proves that deep down they aren't sure it's right themselves. But we do all know, if we know anything, that it was Nature
who brought us to this point in time on this planet earth which we
have nearly wrecked for money, which pleases the Jews immensely.
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Nature is something we can see, feel, hear, taste and smell every
day, every hour, every minute. As long as we revere Nature, let om
comrades go into buildings and worship as they please if they don't
feel strong enough to stand on their own two feet without mysticism,
smoke and mirrors.
But do let us stop wasting our precious time, paper, energy and
friendships trying to "prove" to others that OUR belief is true. In the
first place, it can't be done. In the second place, the clock is ticking;
there is a band of cold water along the Florida bend when it should
be warm; fires are burning our forests; floods are destroying our
homes and families; and our once beautiful and civilized country is
awash in debrisfi"omthe Third World. What the hell dioes it matter
whether Jesus was a Jew or not???
P.S. As to the Jewish feminists of the 60s and 70's, the recently
deceased, redoubtable Bella Abzug, gone to meet her Maker, Heaven
help Him. (Doubtless comforting to the people who fear the feminist
movement and its devastating effect upon our Western Civilization);
But these strident Jewish females of the 60s and 70s were nothing compared to the Celtic women who fought alongside their men,
trained boys for warfare, and raised hell generally! Old Bella had a
mouth, but these babes were warriors as you may read in the Yuletide TRF, '98!
Further, in almost all mammals it is the matriarchs who run
the day-to-day operationes with the males carrying special responsibilities such as protection and procreation in most cases.
However, I do agree that women were duped out of their homemaking world of autonomy and enjoyment and into the cold world of
punching time clocks, pounding computers, and murdering their
pre-born children, to dance to the tune of the Pied Piper of the synagogues. To have licentious men drooling over them, inspired by the
ethnic media masters with more and more decadent and disgraceful
and perverted scenarios, supposedly a "liberation" for all.
Quo vadis? The title of a religious book of the I9th century—
Whither Thou Goest?
88! Molly Gill. TRF
«

as

»
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Dear Mr. Dietz:
I have just finished reading throtigh the July Liberty Bell to be
sure that I have read it all. DGR (p. 398.) has outlined, in a very sci-
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entific way and with the highest vocabulaTy level, the plight of the
white race and its solution which just may help him to escape the
stake. If my translation into everyday English is correct, he is saying
that religion in any form will do us in. Miscegenation will destroy
first the white race and then the human race. The Jews have (almost) won world hegemony due to our religious idiocy. We no longer
live by instinct but by BS from pulpits. Not bad for starters.
M B of C A informs us of the world struggle between the Marxist
atheist Jews and the Zionist Jews represented at Court by Special
Prosecutor Ken Starr so that we can see that all the BS seriously
discussed on the evening news by the pundits is all smoke and mirrors for the yokels not in yet on the secret that Israel is conducting
her political wars where Daniel Webster fought for the soul of Jabez
Stone i f any of you remember that wonderful short story where
Webster pled Stone's case before a jury of glittering-eyed U.S.traitors' ghosts for Stone's soul, which he had sold to the Devil for prosperous farminy. New England farming to be precise.
SR from New York usually rips open some shibboleths, and he
(or she) didn't disappoint us this time. He illuminates the fact that
has been rattling around in my brain also, that our Leader in WDC
has succeeded in almost completely disarmingjpur nation and leav-^
ing_us_prey to Unfriendly_Forces who may change from time to time,
but usually consist of the flotsam and jetsorn of Third and Fourth
World races who once fed themselves until the Christians did us in
by invading their territory and making them dependent on the
Euro-Americans. SR is a bit harsh saying that the liberals deserve to
perish for their sins, but now really do we, who, after all, have had
involuntary blinders on our eyes and ear plugs in our ears until we
discovered our comrades i n the White Nationalist Movement. I'm
not sure I want to 'Vestore the old America", but I would like to live
in civilization once again perhaps without the church spires and
Norman Rockwell bs in art. The false picture of America. Just a few
notes I couldn't resist.
A L L of this issue is a much needed tonic and nourishment to our
starved Aryan souls. What would I do without L B : I shudder to
think of the bleak life I would lead, marooned in Pinellas County FL,
the bastion of political correctness!
88! M o l l y G i l l ,
.
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K E E P T H E LIBERTY BELL RINGING!
Please remember; Our Fight is Your fightl Donate wliatever you
can spare on a regular-monthly or quarterly-basis. Whether it is
$2., $5., $20., or $100, or more, rest assured it is needed here a n d '
will be used in our common struggle, if you are a businessman,
postage stamps in any denomination are a legitimate business exp e n s e - a n d we need and use many of these here every m o n t h and will be gratefully accepted as donations .
Your donations will help us spread the Message of Liberty and
White Survival throughout the land, by making available additional
copies of our printed material to feiiow Whites who do not yet i<now
what is in store for them.
Order our pamphlets, booklets, and, most importantly, our
repnnts of revealing articles which are Ideally suited for mass dls
tribution at reasonable cost. Order extra copies of Liberty Beli for
distribution to your circle of friends, neighbors, and relatives, urging
them to subscribe to o.ur unique publication. Our bulk prices are
shown on the inside front cover of every issue of Liberty Bell.
Pass along your copy of Liberty Bell, and copies of reprints you
obtained from us, to friends and acquaintances who may be on our
"wave length," and urge them to contact us for more of the same.
Carry on the fight to free our White people from the shackles of
alien domination, even If you can only join our ranks in spirit. You
can provide for this by bequest. The following are suggested forms
of bequests which you may Incli'de in your Last Will and Testament:
1.1 bequeath to Mr. George P; Dittz, as Trustee for Liberty Beil
Publications, P.O. Box 21, Reedy WV 25270 USA, the sum of $ . . .
— for general purposes,
2.1 bequeath to Mr. George P. Dietz, as Trustee for Liberty Beli
Publications, P.O. Box 21, Reedy WV 25270 USA, the following,
described property .,
for general purposes.

DO YOUR PART TODAY-HELP

FREE OUR WHITE

RACE FROM ALIEN DOMINATION!

